Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a number field. In this paper we prove a limit formula for heights on the endomorphism ring of V, which can be considered as the analogue for both the Gelfand Beurling formula for the spectral radius on a Banach algebra and Tate's averaging procedure for constructing canonical heights on abelian varieties. We also prove a version of Northcott's finiteness theorem.
INTRODUCTION
Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field K. Fix an ample and symmetric invertible sheaf L on A. Suppose that ,: A Ä P n is an injective morphism associated to L, i.e., ,*O P n(1) & L. Let H be the Northcott Weil l 2 -height on P n (K ) (we will recall the definition of H in Section 1), and set h , =log(H b ,): A(K ) Ä R. The function h , is called a (logarithmic) Northcott Weil height on A associated to L. Clearly h , is not uniquely determined by L, but it can be shown (see e.g. [9] ) that the various functions constructed using different choices of , (always subject to the condition ,*O P n(1) & L) all lie in the same class modulo bounded functions. A lemma of J. Tate, as stated in [8, pp. 29 30] , allows us to choose, amongst all the Northcott Weil heights associated to L, a canonical one having good functorial properties. If we denote by [n] : A Ä A the multiplication by n map, then we can explicitly compute the canonical height h L via Tate's averaging procedure:
Let us stress that the function h L is independent of the choice of , and [n] . The purpose of this paper is to prove an analogous formula for heights on the endomorphism rings of a finite-dimensional K-vector space. As for the case of abelian varieties one needs some additional structure in order to be able to define heights. In this paper we work with heights associated to an adelic norm on V. We will provide all the relevant definitions in Section 1. Let V be a finite-dimensional K-vector space and End(V) its endomorphism ring. To any adelic norm F on V we associate a height function H op F on End(V). On End(V) there also exists another height function, H s , which is called the spectral height and is substantially different from the operator heights being defined as the product of the local spectral radii. In our situation the spectral height will play the role of the canonical height. In fact our first main result is:
Theorem A. Let V be a finite-dimensional K-vector space, and F an adelic norm on V. Then, for all T # End(V), we have
Clearly (0.2) is the analogue of Tate's averaging procedure (0.1) in this setting. Recall that the Gelfand Beurling formula for the spectral radius on a complex Banach algebra with 1, (A, & }&), states that
where \(a)=sup * # sp(a) |*| and sp(a)=[* # C | a&* } 1 is not invertible]. Therefore (0.2) can also be considered as the global analogue of the (finitedimensional) Gelfand Beurling formula. Let us remark that the Gelfand Beurling formula and its real and p-adic counterparts are actually used in the proof of Theorem A. Let P(End(K n )) denote the projective space associated to End(K n ). The operator height, being homogeneous, descends to a real-valued function on P(End(K n )). The other significant result that we will present is the extension to this setting of Northcott's theorem stating the finiteness of the set of points of bounded heights in projective spaces:
Theorem B. Let V be a finite-dimensional K-vector space and F a regular adelic norm on V. Then the set
is finite for every B 1.
It is necessary to exclude rank one transformations from the above statement; see Section 4 for more details.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we set our notations and we introduce the height functions that we will use. In Section 2 we prove a reduction lemma which shows that is sufficient to prove our main result for the l 2 -height on K n . Section 3 contains our main technical result (Theorem 3.3) which is a comparison result between different heights on End(K n ). Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the main results.
HEIGHTS
Let K be a number field of degree d over Q. We denote by M K the set of equivalence classes of absolute values of K; by M Before giving the definition of an adelic norm we need to recall a few facts about lattices over the number fields and their completions, see [13, Chaps. 2 and 5] for more details.
Let V be an n-dimensional K-vector space. An O K -module 4 in V is called a K-lattice if it is finitely generated and contains a basis of V over K. Given 
] is finite. Therefore, given an adelic norm F on V, it makes sense to set
for all 0{x # V. We set by definition H F (0)=1. The function H F : V Ä R so defined is called the height associated to F. Note that the product formula implies that H F is homogeneous, i.e.,
is an adelic norm on K n and its associated height function H E is the l 2 Northcott Weil height. By changing the l 2 -norms at the archimedean places into either l 1 -or l -norms one recovers the other two Northcott Weil heights that are commonly used. Note that H E is invariant under field extensions.
The associated height H F T was used by D. Roy and J. Thunder in [6] , where it is called the twisted height associated to T.
Let us point out that the height arising from the adelic norms defined in the examples include all the height functions that are commonly used in the literature.
Let F be an adelic norm on V.
is called the operator height associated to F (or to H F ). The following properties of H op F are an immediate consequence of the above definition:
Note that property (1) ensures us that H op F descends to a well-defined function on P(End(K n )). We will see in the next section that H 
Clearly N p is an ultrametric norm for any p{ . Moreover, given (x 1 , x 2 ) there are only finitely many p's for which N p (x 1 , x 2 ){1. Let q be a prime
while
It follows that
which is clearly unbounded as q Ä . This fact contradicts the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 (see the next section). Therefore F cannot be an adelic norm. Let T=(
. We want to show that
We will accomplish this by exhibiting a sequence
. We conclude this section by giving the definition of the spectral height. Let us recall the definition of the local spectral radii. Let F be a complete local field and W a finite-dimensional F-vector space. The spectral radius of T # End(W) is \ F (T )=sup * # sp(T ) |*| F(*) , where sp(T ) is the set of characteristic roots of T and | } | F(*) is the unique extension of | } | F to F(*). Given T # End(V) we set \ v (T )=\ K v (T v ), where T v is the extension of T to V v by K v -linearity. If T is not nilpotent we set
We set H s (T )=1 for any nilpotent transformation. The function thereby defined is called the spectral height and enjoys the following properties:
(S7) H s is invariant under field extension.
Properties (S3) (S6) are direct consequences of the behavior of the spectrum under the various operations considered (see [5] ). Property (S1) follows from the product formula while (S7) is derived in a standard way from the formula for local degrees (see [5, Chap. 3, Sect. 1]). Finally, (S2) follows from (S1) and (S7).
A REDUCTION LEMMA
The main goal of this section is to show that in order to establish Theorems A and B in full generality, it is sufficient to prove them for H op on K n (where H = =H op is the operator height associated to the standard l 2 adelic norm on K).
be an adelic norm on V. Then there exists a constant C>0 and an isomorphism @: V Ä K n such that
where 
On the other hand, all the norms on a finitedimensional vector space over a complete field are equivalent, and P thus being finite we find that there exist C 1 , C 2 >0 such that
Then an easy computation shows
with C=C 2 ÂC 1 >0. K Let F be a adelic norm on V. Given B>0, set
The next lemma achieves the goal of this section.
Lemma 2.2. If Theorems A and B hold for H op on K n , then they hold for the operator height associated to any adelic norm on an n-dimensional K-vector space.
Proof. Let @: V Ä K n and C>0 be as in the conclusion of the previous lemma. It follows that for every B>0, the map T [ T @ gives rise to an injection 0(P(End(V)), H op F , B) / Ä0(P(End(K n )), H op , BC). Regarding the assertion of Theorem A we first note that if Theorem A holds for H op on K n , then lim sup
Combining these inequalities with the fact that H s (T )=H s (T @ ) yields the desired limit formula for H op F . K Thanks to Lemma 2.2 we can restrict our attention to H on K n . Let us introduce the heights, related to H, that will be useful in the following. If X is one-dimensional we set H(X)=H(x), where 0{x # X is any non-zero element. A subspace X/K n of dimension l determines a one-dimensional subspace P l (X) of K m , where m=( n l ) (via the Plu cker map), allowing us to set H(X)=H(P l (X)); cf. [7] where this height was first introduced.
Next we want to introduce an auxiliary height function on End(K n ), which is defined as the product of local operator norms. More precisely,
-* where T * is the adjoint of T. It follows that for 0{T # End(K n ) we have &T& v =1 for all but finitely many v's. Therefore it makes sense to set
be an isomorphism which assigns to T the n 2 -tuple formed by its entries (ordered in some way). Then there exists a constant C>0 such that H(T ) H(,(T )) CH(T ) for all T # End(K n ).
Property (H4) follows at once from the definition of H op (T ) and H(T ). Of the remaining properties, the only one which is not a straightforward consequence of the corresponding properties of the local norms and the product formula is the inequality H(,(T )) CH(T ), which is prove exactly as in Lemma 2.1.
Remark. Note that H4 and Lemma 2.1 imply that H op F (T )< for all T # End(V), V being a finite-dimensional K-vector space and F any adelic norm on it.
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR HEIGHTS ON End
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.3, which establishes a comparison result between H and H op , which, besides being interesting in its own right, will be used in the proof of Theorem A. In fact, our proof of Theorem A consists in two steps: first we prove the desired limit formula with H in place of H op , then we show, by means of Theorem 3.3, that this forces the limit formula to hold also for
The global function associated to the local seminorms is
The significance of d X is explained by the following proposition.
Proof. If rank (T )=n the lemma reduces to the fact that T belongs to GL n (O v ) for all but finitely many v # M K . So we can assume r<n. To prove the lemma it suffices to exhibit a subspace Y/K n of dimension r=rank(T ) and a finite set of places P#M K such that for all v Â P we have:
Suppose first that X is spanned by the last n&r elements of the canonical basis of K n . In this case we take Y to be the span of the first r elements of the canonical basis of K n , and properties (a$) and (b$) are trivially verified. In general we proceed as follows: choose S # M n (K), S invertible, such that X is spanned by S(e r+1 ), ..., S(e n ). Now note that (1) and (2) hold for T b S and that S is an isometry with respect to & } & v for all but finitely many v # M K . Let Y=S (( e 1 , . .., e r ) ) and P be the finite set formed by those places of K for which either S is not a & }& v -isometry, or one of conditions (a$) and (b$) does not hold for T b S. It is straightforward to verify that Y and P satisfy (a$) and (b$). K (b) If 1<rank(T )<n, then there exists a constant C(K, n) 1 depending only on K and n.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is based upon the following lemma:
for all y Â X.
Proof. We will first prove that
Then we will deduce the analogous formula for H op with the aid of Theorem 3.3. Fix T # End(K n ) and let P/M K be defined by requiring that v # P if and only if either \ v (T ){1 or &T k & v {1 for some k 1. Now the first condition is clearly verified only for finitely many v's. By Lemma 3.2 the second condition is also verified only by finitely many v's. It follows that P is a finite set. Moreover,
for all k 1.
Since P is finite we can exchange the product with the limit; Formula (4.2) follows from the local Gelfand Beurling formulae. In particular, this yields the theorem for T invertible because in this case H(T )=H op (T ) by Theorem 3.3(a). Suppose now that T is singular. Note that ker T k =ker T h for all h, k n. Let B=H(ker T n ). Then, by Theorem 3.3 (b and c), we have lim inf
On the other hand, H op (T ) H(T ), so lim sup
Next we deal with Northcott's finiteness theorem. As was previously mentioned, it is indeed possible to have an infinite family of rank-one maps which are pairwise not homothetic and which all have height bounded by the same constant. Consider for example the family [[T n ], n # Z], where T n =( Then our finiteness results can be formally stated as follows:
